Apartment 15, Mottisfont Lodge, Alma Rd, Romsey, SO51 8AG

TOWN CENTRE RETIREMENT
APARTMENT
Mottisfont Lodge is a prestigious development of stylish one and twobedroom purpose-built apartments, constructed by Churchill Retirement
Living. The development which comprises of 31 properties arranged over 3
floors is set in beautifully landscaped communal gardens.
The Lodge is located a mere 500 yards from the town centre and the nearest
GP practice is only 100 yards away. The nearest bus stop is a few yards
from the lodge, giving easy access to surrounding areas. The development
is just 5 minutes away from the bustling market town of Romsey with a
huge range of shops and amenities and a twice weekly street market.
Romsey gives easy access into Salisbury, Winchester and Southampton.

Mottisfont Lodge’s resident manager is on hand throughout the day to
support the owners, during periods when the Lodge Manager is off duty,
any emergencies are covered by the 24-hour Careline response system.
Many regular events are held in the Owners’ Lounge from coffee mornings
to games afternoons.
This spacious first floor apartment is well arranged and very well
presented. The accommodation comprises a welcoming entrance hall, a
light and airy open plan living/dining room with feature fireplace and bay
window. The well fitted kitchen has plenty of eye and base unit cupboards.
There is a large double bedroom with fitted wardrobes and a bathroom with
large shower.

Mottisfont Lodge has been designed with safety and security at the
forefront. The apartment has an emergency Careline system installed,
monitored by the onsite Lodge Manager during the day and 24 hours, 365
days a year by the Careline team. A Careline integrated intruder alarm,
CCTV system and sophisticated fire and smoke detection systems
throughout both the apartment and communal areas provide unrivalled
peace of mind.

Address: Apartment 15, Mottisfont
Lodge, Alma Rd, Romsey, SO51 8AG
Council Tax Band: “B”
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